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CHAPTER I : CLASS WAR IS RACE WAR

Germanic-jewish capitalism is definitely the most destructive force in history, which
is trying to destroy our great slavic nation for centuries. Only thanks to sacrifice of
millions of our slavic comrades this didn't happen yet. That might change soon
though. Previous attempts at extermination of our race have failed, but economic
and political pressures of germanic-jewish bourgeois are getting stronger and
stronger every day. Germanic-capitalist project of "European Union" (which is by
the way just a different name for the Forth German Reich) has already politically
dominated most of the slavic countries in Europe and their governments. German
Reich and its corporations are using various economic mechanisms (for example
selective employment) to elevate half-breed germanics and at the same time to
weaken pure-breed slavic people as much as possible. Half-germans and their
minions take over the top job positions in the management, while people of slavic
heritage live in poverty as exploited working class members, working for minimal
wages. Notice how many of these so called "successful people" have germanic
surnames. This ratio speaks for itself - people on the top of the pyramid are much
more likely to have germanic surnames, while the low income workers are much
more likely to have slavic surnames. Slavic proletariat is exploited for centuries by
germanic-jewish bourgeois. And of course we can't forget about the fact that most
of the world is nowadays subdued by germanic anglo-saxons (Americans). Almost
nobody is willing to resist anglo-saxon power monopoly these days and many
people in this part of the world are even actively truckling to them and so they
become accomplices in exploitation of slavic nations and some of them also
accomplices in preparations of slavic extermination. Maybe they are naively hoping
that Americans are planing to wipe out only the Russian nation, and so they are
secretly rooting for their success, due to anti-Russian hatred that they have been
infected with (most likely by their parents), but they are wrong. As soon as
Americans are done with the destruction of Russian nation, they will turn against
remaining slavic nations, including those that were helping them to destroy the
Russian one. Sweet irony. Polish people, Czechs and other slavic nations will be
very surprised when they find out that it's their turn now. But then it will be already
too late to do anything about it. Sometimes I feel like it's already too late now, but
such feeling should be refused, since they are too defeatist. In any case it's very
important to be prepared for a war. If you ask me whatever it will be a race war or a
class war, then my answer is - both! The race war is a class war. The class war is
a race war. If you're fighting for the slavic nation, you are fighting for the working
class as well. And it's true the other way around as well.


